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Superior Strength without the price tag! 

PANTHER PROTECT proves it can be done. 

    

  

Safety Screening System 

SECURITY DOORS & WINDOWS 

PANTHER innovation  

Is your REWARD: 
 

We listened, we engineered, and we 

delivered. The patented design of 

PANTHER PROTECT MKIII has 

achieved exceptional strength that 

now offers a more affordable and 

attractive security solution.   

A superior product, without the 

high price tag or the unnecessary 

obstructed view from bars or grills.  

 

Why choose PANTHER PROTECT ? Whilst there are many other brands and choices available, none have the 
unique features that make the Panther MKIII range one of the strongest products on the domestic market.  The 
simplicity in the mechanics of how the mesh is held in place is the secret to making this product so strong and 
so successful. 

The ingenious “load locking leg” ensures the entire perimeter of the mesh is held tight. There is no need for 
unsightly screws, rivets, clamping or mechanical fixing – Unlike other systems that start to weaken from the first 
impact, the “load locking leg” provides optimum strength and gets stronger the more impacts it receives.  

With PANTHER PROTECT MKIII doors and windows, 
the more forces that are applied, the more secure 
the mesh becomes inside the frame where the 
impact is occurring.  

The more force 

applied, the more 

secure the mesh 

becomes, causing  

a jamming effect 

Visit our website: www.pantherprotect.net.au 
 

http://www.pantherprotect.net.au/
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 BRISBANE    MELBOURNE 

        Phone: +61 7 5316 3500   Phone: +61 3 9308 5499 

  Fax:  +61 7 5316 3501   Fax:  +61 3 9305 1433 

        sales.qld@abra.net.au   sales.vic@abra.net.au   

       

 

“Dont overpay for outdated and redundant engineering –

Invest in PANTHER PROTECT security doors and windows 

for a long lasting investment and peace of mind” 

 
 
     

 

 

The BEST VALUE FOR MONEY is the  

PANTHER PROTECT goal.  
 

We recognised the frustration for home owners who want an  
affordable quality alternative for their home security.  
Unfortunately most of the choices available were cost 
prohibitive. 
By using clever design and the latest innovation, PANTHER  
PROTECT MKIII can now offer a range of top quality doors and 
windows that exceed in strength and aesthetic appeal 
compared to other high end stainless security systems at a 
much more affordable price.  
 

    

 

 
 

 
 

EXTENSIVE TESTING – It’s not what you say, IT’S WHAT YOU CAN PROVE! 

In an industry that is littered with questionable claims and confusion as to test results, ambiguity of product 
performance and what all the jargon means, many security door and window businesses promote claims they 
cannot prove or will not produce evidence to substantiate their claims. PANTHER PROTECT values the 
information we give to our customers and offer complete transparency on our test results and performance 
information.  
 

All PANTHER PROTECT product testing has been carried out by an independent NATA accredited laboratory. 
After extensive testing for Dynamic Impact (AS5039), Salt Spray / Corrosion (AS2331.3.1) and Knife Shear 
(AS5041) our products exceeded all relevant Australian Standards. 
 

THE BENEFITS THAT ARE DERIVED FROM THIS DESIGN: 

 

 Increased Strength around the entire perimeter of the frame.  
 

 No unsightly fixing methods – No screws, rivets or welding. 
 

 Provides exceptional value for money through cost savings of                       
manufacturing time without compromising on the quality of 
materials.   
 

 No contact with dissimilar metals – If there is a break in the 
surface integrity such as a hole drilled through the aluminium 
frame to allow for fixing the mesh using screws or rivets, this can 
make the exposed areas susceptible to accelerated corrosion. 
Panther Protect needs no mechanised method to secure the 
mesh and has an isolator membrane that prevents any contact 
of dissimilar metals. 
 

 

Visit our website: www.pantherprotect.net.au 
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